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Let B be a set of integers such that every n < N can be written as n = b + A2 for 
some integer i, and b in B. Then, improving a result of the first author, we prove 
that IBI > 1.245 fi. 0 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B be a subset of integers with “generic” element 6. Let N be a large 
integer and let 1 denote a positive number. Suppose every n ( <N) can be 
written in at least one way as n = h + ,12. Then improving the result of [l] 
we prove 
THEOREM 1. We have ChsB 1 > (1.245) fi. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
The following lemma is clearly seen. 
LEMMA 1. rff(n)>O then Cb+12~Nf(b+~2)~~C,~NS(n). 
We next have 
LEMMA 2. Let y = JN-b. Then we have 
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where 
2048 4096 -99 N”y” + 429 N’,,‘3 ‘;;;y NV15 +32,768 109,395 - 1”‘. 
Proof: We take f(n) = n8; then 
$1 (b+11’)8 
b.;. 
= ,c (b’ + 8b7L2 + 28b 614 + 56b5i6 + 70b4A8 + 56b3A” 
,I 
+ 28b”A” + 8b1114 + Ai6) 
b’.y +; b7y3 + y b6y5 + 8b5y7 + ; b4y9 
+;b3y1’+;b2y13+~by15++y’: 
> 
+ o(N”.5). 
We now write b = N- (N- 6) = N - y2 and expand to get the result. 
LEMMA 3. F(JJ)=G(~)(L.-~/~)~+~.v+~, where c= -139/1430N’ 
and d= (1079 J3/12,155) N8’5 and G(y) is a polynomial in y. 
Proof Clearly c = F’(m/2) and c m/2 + d = F($??/2). Simpli- 
fying, we get the values of c and d. Direct computation shows 
LEMMA 4. If y E [0, fi] then 
,,“><mp,(Y~~)<0.14N7, 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
By our lemmas, we have, for large N, 
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Taking f(n) = 1 in Lemma 1 yields Cb JN-b > N. Thus 
+ 1079 J3 
12,155 
N8-5 c 1 
b 
Y~-;N~+~ 3 d N3,2 
139 
--N9 
1430 
+ 1079 $ 
12,155 
N’.’ 1 1 
b 
Take f(n) = n in Lemma 1, to get 
Thus 
Hence 
139 
$ -0.21N9--N9 
1430 
+0.14 (v))(; 1) N8.5 
and so 
Cl> 
0.4183139 
o 3356195 No.5 = 1.246393N0.5 
b ’ 
which proves the theorem. Theorem 1 appears to be the limit of the method 
as takingf(n) = .l” in Lemma 2 and using a similar method does not result 
in any further improvement. These argumants may also be made to extend 
to additive completions of other polynomials. 
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